
KADIMAH 106th ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
14TH MAY 2018, 7.00PM 

MINUTES: 
Chairperson: Renata Singer 

Present (Members): David Burstin; Alex Dafner; Helen Greenberg; Lilly Kochen; Judith 
Reuben; Diane Shonberg; Renata Singer; Joe Tigel; Dor Yacobovich; Ben Burstin; Maurice 
Burstin, S Markus; Leon Jacobs,  

Others:  Andrea Lott (Staff); Michael Zylberman (LZR); David Burstin family members… 

Apologies: Danielle Charak; Hinde Burstin; Michael Debinski; Jake Dessauer; Fay Burstin 

1. Presentation of Book to JHC Librarian Julia Reichstein: 
Renata presented a rare early copy of a German language book of the Nuremberg Trials to 
the JHC librarian Julia Reichstein.   
 

2.    Life Member recognition of David Burstin: 
Renata presented the Kadimah’s Life Membership to David Burstin and commended him on 
his valued contribution to the organisation, especially as Hon Treasurer.  David recalled that 
his father Sender Burstin joined the Kadimah shortly after his arrival in 1928, becoming its 
voluntary librarian and going on to distinguished long service as a board member and 
president.  David noted that his receiving the life-membership rounded off nearly 90 years 
of service between his father and himself.  He also recalled that he was asked to join the 
Kadimah board by Beni Gothajner and that he regards the bringing of the SAC and Kadimah 
closer together, as one considerable achievement. 
 
3. Confirmation of Minutes of Previous AGM of 23rd May 2017. 
Alex presented the Minutes of the Previous AGM 2017, and since there were no comments 
nor amendments asked that they be accepted as presented: 
Moved: Joe   Seconded: Lilly   Accepted: Unanimously 

4. President’s Report:  
Renata reported on the growing number of and interest in Yiddish related cultural activities 
at the Kadimah and in the Jewish community, with the Ghetto Cabaret as a high point of 
2017, an outstanding theatrical performance, which hopefully will continue to build the 
Kadimah’s theatre group.  She gave a special commendation to Diane Shonberg for her 
efforts in establishing a very successful new Yiddish schmooze group, which joins other 
successful groups already running at the Kadimah.  She also outlined the growing number of 
the Kadimah’s activities in partnership with other organisations and events, such as with the 
SAC, JHC, BUND, et al, and the importance that these strengthened relationships carry for 
our future eg: the building of the Jewish Cultural Arts Precinct. Renata gave special thanks to 
the hard working Kadimah staff Andrea Lott and Fay Burstin and welcomed the signing of 



new members.  She noted the very positive developments so far in 2018, especially the 
launch of two successful Yiddish beginners classes, the completion of a strategic plan and 
the steady stream of overseas visitors such as Tal Khever Chybowski (Paris) recently and Dr 
Eve Jochnowitz (N.Y.) coming up, who want to visit the Kadimah and the Melbourne Yiddish 
community.  Renata wished our dear board member Danielle Charak a “refueh shelayme”- a 
speedy recovery on behalf of the meeting and thanked all those involved with the Kadimah 
during 2017. 

5.   Treasurer’s Report:  
David reported that the Financial Report showed a loss of $21k only due to his late transfer 
of 2016 funds to the IOV event, but in reality there was no loss and we carry no debts.  The 
Kadimah’s asset and liquidity arrangements are quite straight forward and somewhat 
inflexible and our increased activity, wages, costs and lower bank interest rates have placed 
a greater strain on our finances in 2017-18, and greater fundraising efforts will need to be 
made.  He commended Renata on her ability to find timely funds or grants for various 
events and purposes.  David intends to retire from the position of Hon Treasurer and hopes 
that Dor will take over the position successfully. 
 
6.   JCAP Report 
 Joe Tigel reported on the background, scope and purpose of the Jewish Cultural Arts 
Precinct (JCAP), especially in trying to attract the younger generations of Jewish 
Melbournians.  Woolworths owns the former ABC site and if things go to plan the Kadimah 
would own a strata title for an up-to 5 storey facility on the corner of Selwyn and Sinclair Sts 
encompassing a library, a multimedia centre, work-study rooms, performance space with an 
audience capacity of 300+, etc.  New plans are being prepared by the JCAP committee and 
the architects, and Glen Eira Council strongly supports a community arts presence on the 
site.  Other organisations are keen to move to the precinct, eg: Jewish Care is interested in a 
residential facility there and the Jewish Museum wants to purchase the present Kadimah 
site to build their new premises there.   
 
7.   Adoption of Annual Report  
Alex presented the Annual General Report 2017 and commended those involved in 
producing it, especially Daniel Goldberg for design, and as there were no comments nor 
amendments*, he asked that it be accepted as presented: 
Moved: Helen   Seconded: Diane   Accepted: Unanimously 

8.   Adoption of Financial Report  
Alex asked that the Financial Report for 2017 be accepted and as there were no comments 
nor amendments, he asked that it be accepted as presented: 
Moved: Lilly   Seconded: Joe    Accepted: Unanimously 

9.   Discussion and Motions 



Alex asked if anyone had any points for discussion or motions for the AGM.  None arose.  
The meeting paid tribute to former Kadimah Members who passed away during 2017: Leon 
Jedwab; Erica Ringelblum; Serge Liberman, e”h, ** 
 
10.  Election of Board of Management  
Alex presented Nominations for the Kadimah Board of Directors for 2018-19:- 
David Burstin; Danielle Charak; Alex Dafner; Helen Greenberg; Lilly Kochen; Judith 
Reuben; Diane Shonberg; Renata Singer; Joe Tigel.  He noted that since the Kadimah 
Constitution states that the board only requires a minimum of 5, but no maximum, there 
would be no need for voting. The above nominated members were all elected to the 
Kadimah Board of Directors for 2018-19.   

Alex also foreshadowed that there would later be co-options of members who do not as yet 
meet the criteria of one full year’s financial membership, i.e: Dor Yacobowich  and new/old 
members Leo Jacobs, Jake Dessauer(?), and possibly others.   

11 .   Any other business that may arise 
Alex proposed that Harry Szmerling be re-appointed Kadimah’s Hon Solicitor and that LZR 
be re-appointed Kadimah’s Auditors for 2018.   
Moved:  Renata  Seconded:  Joe    Accepted:   Unanimously 
Meeting Closed: 7:55PM 

*(NB: After the AGM Rachel Kalman OAM said that the title “OAM”, was left-off the names 
of three donors in the Annual General Report 2017…) 

** (NB: Esther Werblud e”h, passed away on 15th October 2017, so we need to amend the 
Minutes re this at 2019 AGM and record it in the Annual Report and AGM next year.)  


